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We are the world’s largest university press publisher of OA research

- 80+ Fully OA Journals
- 1,250+ OA articles per month
- 110+ OA Monographs
- 15+ Read and Publish Agreements
- First R&P agreement with CAS
OUP’s Read & Publish Deals

- 🟢 Active deals
- ⚫ Interest in deal
Read and Publish principles

1. Deliver increased OA output
2. Reflect value of high-quality journals
3. Be transparent
4. Provide opportunities for authors to comply with funder mandates
5. Be sustainable
Interested in finding out more?

Get-in-touch with OUP's sales team to find out more about Read and Publish agreements and open access activity at OUP.

We'd like to hear your experiences of open access within your institutions.

Chris Holmes  chris.holmes@oup.com
Wyatt Reynolds, Regional Sales Manager  wyatt.reynolds@oup.com
Beth Bernhardt, Consortia Account Manager  Beth.bernhardt@oup.com
Jenilee Jordan, Sales Representative  Jenilee.jordan@oup.com

Thank you!